Part 1 General

1.1 No new trash or recycling receptacles should be installed independently. All new installation for waste shall be a triple recycling station as specified below. All three waste streams with language-neutral signage shall be provided by McGill once stations are installed.

1.2 Provide niche in walls to install triple stations in order not to reduce corridor width.

Part 2 Products

2.1 Triple Recycling Stations

.1 For all new garbage bins, specify a three liners (32 gallon volume/bin) model with hinged front doors, as manufactured by Max-R or approved equivalent. The overall dimensions: 58” W x 20”D x 41”H and weight: 250 lbs. maximum, other characteristics as follow:

.1 New recycling stations must be composed with gray recycle plastic panels of 15mm thick.
.2 The frame shall be of hard wood (IPE finished).
.3 The order of installation has to be respected from left to right: cans, trash and paper.
.4 Self-adhesive signage under opening is provided by McGill.
.5 A large circle cut-out shall be used for cans, a rectangle cut-out for trash and a horizontal slot for paper. Detail dimensions and shapes are as follows:
.2 Acceptable product: “Tuscany Sideload Triple Recycling Station” SKU: 150-470-032, as manufactured by Max-R or approved equivalent.

END OF SECTION